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It is extremely rare that Hemmels has a newly
completed example for immediate acquisition. Yet
this month we feature two restored classics for sale;
a 190SL and 280SL, each finished in stunning
anthracite.
Further, we have a 300SL Roadster which is ready
for Summer touring plus a guaranteed production
slot in the Autumn.
For those who simply cannot wait for their bespoke
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motorcar to be created we highly recommend
registering your interest in these post haste.

If you would rather take the journey with us at
Hemmels to create your perfect classic, there is a
stunning selection of 190SL, 280SL and 300SL
models in stock that are ideal candidates for
restoration.
You may reserve any of these motorcars and/or a
production slot through commercial arrangements.
Should you be interested in any of the stock
examples or would like Hemmels to source a specific
motorcar, please contact us at:
www.hemmels.com/contact
or call us on:
+44 (0) 2920 099 505

Ready for Restoration: 1959 Mercedes-Benz 300SL

Roadster

Beautifully Presented in Silver with Red Interior
Originally a UK -delivered motorcar, this 300SL has the elegant ensemble
of silver exterior, red leather and black hardtop. A superb candidate for a
Hemmels Neugeboren Process restoration, this car is featured on a Spring
tour video.

Tour Now, Restore After Summer: 1960 Mercedes-Benz 300SL

Roadster

Tastefully Styled in Cream, Tan Interior and Chestnut Soft Top
Having had some restoration work completed in

Yet this classic would be ideal for a full Hemmels

recent years, this wonderful example of the 300SL is

restoration. Hence this 300SL is offered with an

presented in a condition where it can immediately be

optional reserved Production Slot in the autumn,

driven, enjoyed and displayed with pride.

allowing you to immediately tour in elegance now,
and enjoy a journey with Hemmels in your future.

Ready for Restoration: 1957 Mercedes-Benz 300SL

Gullwing

An Iconic Classic in Cream with Navy Interior
The model that started it all, this Gullwing is a prime candidate for a
Hemmels restoration. The Navy interior nicely complements the cream
exterior in this rare combination of colours.
A full inspection report for this specimen is available.

Available Now: 1969 Mercedes-Benz 280SL

Roadster

Ready to Tour in 2020
Every Hemmels motorcar is commissioned and created to the
specification of a client, hence a ready-to-go classic is rarely
available.

it is beautiful. Further personalisation is available.
Typically a completed Hemmels motorcar causes a high
demand from interested parties. We will strive to be prompt

Featuring the HEC engine upgrade, Polish Pack and Audio

in replying to all enquiries and respect the order in which

upgrade, this superbly equipped example is as feature-rich as

they are received.

280SL Mercedes-Benz Stocklist: March 2020
Left Hand Drive
Stock # 2020-23-W113

Right Hand Drive
Year: 1968

Stock # 2020-41-W113

Year: 1969

Ready for Restoration
Each 280SL is restored according to the stringent
requirements of the Hemmels Neugeboren Process, where
every component is rejuvenated to perfection or replaced
with new.

As a personalised motorcar the colours, options and
construct preferences are at your behest. Once completed,
your 280SL is delivered anywhere in the world and is backed
by a 1 year warranty.

Upon confirmation of a Production Slot, the process takes
12 month to complete.

Stock cars and production slots may be reserved by simply
contacting Hemmels.

Available Now: 1959 Mercedes-Benz 190SL

Roadster

As Featured at ‘Mercedes-Benz World’
Finished in anthracite with red interior, this 190SL has been featured at
Mercedes-Benz World, Brooklands, home of the famed racetrack and
museum.
Complete with a full warranty, this is a rarely available ready-to-go
Hemmels classic having only completed its test mileage.

190SL Mercedes-Benz Stocklist: March 2020
Left Hand Drive
Stock # 2020-14-W121

Right Hand Drive
Year: 1961

Stock # 2020-08-W121

Year: 1957

Ready for Restoration
Each 190SL is restored according to the stringent
requirements of the Hemmels Neugeboren Process, where
every component is rejuvenated to perfection or replaced
with new.

As a personalised motorcar the colours, options and
construct preferences are at your behest. Once completed,
your190SL is delivered anywhere in the world and is backed
by a 1 year warranty.

Upon confirmation of a Production Slot, the process takes
12 month to complete.

Stock cars and production slots may be reserved by simply
contacting Hemmels.

Ready for Restoration: 1971 Mercedes-Benz 280SE 3.5L V8

Coupe

A Rare and Exclusive Motorcar
The most rare and desirable of the W111 series is the right

With the option to have the car finished as it left the factory or

hand drive 280SE with the 3.5L V8 engine. Only 245 of these

with the colours and personalisation preferences you desire,

were completed during a brief window from the end of 1969 to

your ’new’ Mercedes-Benz 280SE is waiting to be started.

July 1971 when manufacturing of the W111 product line ended.

Part Exchange

993 RS Clubsport

1995 Porsche 993 Carrera RS Clubsport Coupé
Perhaps the wildest, naturally-aspirated Porsche 911

It was based on the Carrera Cup competition car and

produced by the factory is the Carrera RS 3.8, and it

specifically conceived as a homologation special

is indeed a venerable “wolf in wolf’s clothing.” There

built in a great enough quantity (at least 50 units) to

is no hiding the car’s intent, which is to cover ground

qualify it for the BPR GT3 and GT4 categories as the

- very quickly.

RSR 3.8.
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Mercedes-Benz 300SL W198

Mercedes-Benz 190SL W121

Stock # 2020-03-W198

LHD

Roadster

1959

Ready for Restoration

Stock # 2020-14-W121

RHD

Roadster

1959

Restored by Hemmels: Available Now

Stock # 2020-07-W198

LHD

Roadster

1961

Drive Now / Ready for Restoration

Stock # 2020-07-W121

LHD

Roadster

1961

Ready for Restoration

Stock # 2020-16-W198

LHD

Gullwing

1957

Ready for Restoration

Stock # 2020-16-W121

RHD

Roadster

1957

Ready for Restoration

RHD

Roadster

1971

Drive Now / Ready for Restoration

1995

Drive Now

Mercedes-Benz 280SL W113

Mercedes-Benz 280SE W111

Stock # 2020-17-W113

RHD

Roadster

1969

Restored by Hemmels: Available Now

Stock # 2020-23-W113

LHD

Roadster

1968

Ready for Restoration

Stock # 2020-41-W113

RHD

Roadster

1969

Ready for Restoration

Stock # 2020-01-W111

Part Exchange: Porsche 993 RS Carrera ClubSport
Stock # 2020-01-993RS

LHD

Roadster
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Freemans Parc
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